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We consider unbounded *-derivations 6 in UHF-C*-algebras d = (LJz=, d”)- 
with dense domain. If (D, :S’ -+ S$ denotes the conditional expectations onto the 
finite type I factors d”, then we introduce a weak-commutativity condition for 6 
and the sequence ((p,). As a consequence of this condition on 6 we establish the 
existence of an extension derivation 6’ which is the infinitesimal generator of a 
strongly continuous one-parameter group, a: IR + Aut(Jd), of *-automorphisms, 
i.e., 6’(x)= (d/df)a,(x)l,,, for xED(&). Special properties of a (alias 6’) are 
considered. We show that AF-algebras are associated to proper restrictions 6 of 
derivations 6’ of product type We then turn to the extendability problem for quasi- 
free derivations in the CAR-algebra. There, extensions 6’ are calculated which 
generate strongly continuous semigroups of *-homomorphisms. These semigroups 
do not extend to one-parameter groups unless the implementing symmetric operator 
in one-particle space is already self-adjoint. 
INTRODUCTION 
In a talk at the 1980 Kingston meeting on operator algebras, the author 
discussed extensions of infinitesimal operators in C*-algebras [ 11, and 
suggested a corresponding extension problem for derivations. If 6, 6’ is a pair 
of unbounded erivations with dense domain in a C*-algebra s’, we say that 
6’ is an extension of 6 if the domain of 6 is contained in that of S’, and 
6(x) = S’(x) for all x E D(6). We say that 6’ is a generator if there is a 
strongly continuous one-parameter group, a: R -+ Aut(J), of *- 
automorphisms uch that 6’ coincides with the infinitesimal generator for 
(a,). (It is clear that generators, 6’, are closed and satisfy the derivation iden- 
tities, 6’(x*) = S’(X)*, and 6’(xy) = S’(x)y + x&(v), for x,y E D(P)). We 
say that a derivation 6 is extendable if there is an extension 6’ which is a 
generator. We say that a derivation 6 is non-extendable if every *-derivation 
6’ extending 6 is not a generator. 
* The results in the present paper were announced in two notes in the Amer. Math. Sot. 
Abstracts, submission dates: May and July 1981. 
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In [7], it was shown that every *-derivation which satisfies a certain 
tangential condition is automatically a generator. These results involved the 
C*-algebras C,,(X), and Z(Z), the compact operators, and were extended 
to type I C*-algebras with T,-dual in [8]. If the tangential notion is defined 
in terms of an abelian compact group, then the generator conclusion was 
obtained, along with a structure theoretic theorem, in [2], in the setting of 
general C*-algebras. Related results on generators and extensions appeared 
in [4, 10, 131. 
In [16], C*-algebras & of Glimm type no0 were considered. The finite 
permutations of N = { 1,2,...} were embedded as a unitary subgroup S,(a) 
of the unitary group in @‘, and derivations 6 in &’ were considered such that 
(i) S,(co) is contained in the kernel of 6, and 
(ii) r 0 6 = 0, where r is the trace. 
Powers and Price showed in [ 161 that such derivations are extendable, and 
moreover that the extensions 6’ may be chosen to be of product type. 
In view of this result, the class of non-extendable derivations would seem 
to be of particular interest. The extendability questions for derivations is 
quite analogous to the classical extendability question for symmetric 
operators in Hilbert space. While this problem was solved completely by von 
Neumann (the now classical answer is given in terms of deficiency indices, 
and conjugations), the solution for the derivations has so far resisted all 
methods based on deficiency indices. 
Even for the quasi-free derivations in the CAR-algebra, the extendability 
question, and classifications, are highly nontrivial. 
A suggestion of E.T. Poulsen provided the motivation for the present 
investigation. 
1. DERIVATIONS IN UHF-ALGEBRAS 
Let J/~c&~c... be an increasing nest of finite type I factors, and let 
s&’ = (U,“=, .x$- be the corresponding uniformly hyperfinite (UHF) C*- 
algebra. Let r be the (unique) trace, and let, 9n: J + Jn, be the 
corresponding conditional expectations. Let S be a *-derivation with dense 
domain D(S) in d, and assume that 
r(x9,,@(Y))) + ~W) 9,(Y)) = 0 for all x, y E D(S). (1) 
As a conclusion we show, in this section, that then 6 is extendable. 
Moreover, a generator extension 6’ may be chosen such that d0 = (J,“, &” 
is contained in the domain of 6’, and S’(&‘J c Jn for all n E N. In fact, the 
extension 6’ is unique, subject to these conditions. We note that condition 
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(1) is similar to a familiar weak commutativity condition for symmetric 
operators in Hilbert space. 
We first prove a lemma which applies to general symmetric operators H in 
Hilbert space 9.’ 
LEMMA 1.1. Let H be a symmetric operator with dense domain in an oo- 
dimensional Hilbert space Y, and let (P,),“, be an increasing sequence of 
self-adjoin1 projections in Lf satisfying, sup,, P, = I, and 
(u ( P,Hu) = (Hu 1 P,u) for all u, u E D(H). (2) 
Then it follows that 
(a) There is a closed symmetric extension H’ (of H) which commutes 
with (P,), i.e., P,H’ c H’P, for all n E N; 
(b) There is a unique minimal such extension. 
(c) rf the projections P, are finite-dimensional, it folows that H’ is 
self-adj,int, and therefore unique, by (b). 
Proof (Inspired by the derivation result in [ 161.) Define 
YO = span(P,D(H): n E N } and 
where the sum C is finite, and v, ED(H). It is clear from (1) that 
(u I Cn P,Hv,) = C. (Hu I $A), and so fi is well defined, via (3), and 
symmetric, with domain D(H) = YO. 
For fixed n, E N, consider z? = C,, P, v, (finite sum) with v, E D(H). Then 
P,,t? = s P,OPnv, 
=; P,v,+ c P,,v,ED(@), 
n<ml tl>flg 
and 
fiP,$= c P,Hv, + c P,OHv,= P,$G. 
n<nll n>no 
Hence, PJ? c fiP,,. But then the closure H’ = (fi)- is also a symmetric 
operator commuting with P,,. For v E D(H), we have H’P,v = P,Hv. 
’ The conclusions of the lemma are, in fact, contained in an earlier paper: “Seifadjoint 
extension operators commuting with an algebra,” Math. Z. 169 (1979), 41-62, P. Jorgensen, 
(Theorem l(a)). But the details of the present (different) proof are needed in Theorem 1.2 
b&m. 
580/45/3-4 
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Passing to the limit n + co, we get P, v -+ v E D(H’), and 
H’v = lim,P,Hv = Hv. Hence, H c H’. If conversely, H” is closed 
symmetric, extending H, and commuting with (P,), it follows from (3) that 
H’ c H”. 
If the projections P, (= P,* = Pi) are finite-dimensional, then 
P,D(H) = P,Y for all n E N, since D(H) is dense. Therefore P,,Y c D(H’) 
for all n E N. We claim that then H’ must have deficiency-indices (0,O). For 
suppose u,EY satisfies (a,,1 in - H’v) =0 for all v ED(H’). Then 
applying this to v = P,u,,, we get (u, 1 iPnuO - H’Pnuo), and therefore 
i I)uOJ(* = lim,(u, ) iP,uJ = lim,(P,u, 1 H’P,u,) E if?. Hence, u0 = 0. The 
same argument applies to the range R(U + H’), and it follows that both 
indices are 0. 
THEOREM 1.2. Ler A? be an UHF-C*-algebra with generating nest JB*,, 
trace 5, and conditional expectations, qo, : J/ --t &“. Let 6 be a *-derivation 
in d satisfying the weak-commutativity condition (1) vis-d-vis the nest (&“). 
Then it follows that 6 is extendable, and a generator extension 6’ may be 
chosen with 
Moreover, 6’ is a unique extension subject o the diagonal conditions (4), and 
we have the identity 6= 6’ i&I”6 is a generator. 
Proof. Motivated by (3), we may define a linear operator by 
(5) 
where the sum is finite, and x, E D(S). Using (I), it is immediate, that 8 is a 
well-defined linear operator with domain D(8) = span@,@(b)): n E N}. By 
finite-dimensionality of dn = (p,(d), we have s$n = p@(d)), so that 
,pPO = UF J;p, is contained in the domain of 8. 
If n E N is fixed, and x E JB,, pick y E D(S) such that x = o,(y). Then 
8(x) = p,(S( y)) E J&. Hence, &n is invariant. In fact, qn and 8 commute. 
Substituting (5) into (1) we get 
eP,@(Y)N + G(x) rp,(YN = 0 for all x E sBO = D(8), and y E D(6). 
(6) 
It is immediate from (6) that s^ is closable, regarded as a linear operator in 
A?. Let 6’ = (s>- be the closure. From the relation, S’q,(x) = ~,,(6(x)) 
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(n E IN, x E D(S)) we deduce immediately, as in the proof of Lemma 1.1, that 
S c 6’. Taking limits in (6), we get* 
r(x9,(W))) + e(x) 9,(Y)) = 0 for all x E D(S’), and y E D(S). 
(7) 
Clearly D(S’) is a self-adjoint linear subspuce, and 
s’(x*) = s’(x)* for all x E D(S’), 
as can be verified by a direct calculation. 
Let (x, U) = (x,, Y) be the GNS-representation associated to the trace 
[3; v.I,2.3], i.e., 2 = L’(-w’, r), and let (P,) be the nest of projections in Y 
associated to the conditional expectations (o,). 
In view of (I), and [3; v.1, Proposition 3.2.281 the *-derivation 6 
implements a symmetric operator H in 9: 
H@(x) 0,) = -in(b(x)) 0, for x E D(S). (8) 
A substitution into (1) shows that this operator H satisfies conditions (2) 
in Lemma 1.1. Let H’ be the (unique) self-adjoint extension (H c H’) 
obtained in the lemma (c). 
Using (7) and (8) above, we get for x E D(6), and y E D(6’): 
W’P&)~ I n(W) = O’,,WxW I n(yW) 
= WJWW)~ I &W) 
= --i~(9,W)) Y *) 
= ir(cp,(x) ~‘(Y*N 
= i~(9,W@‘(~))*) 
= V&W l4QWJn). 
It follows that n(y)n E D((H’)*) = D(H’) ( recall that H’ is self-adjoint by 
1.1(c)!), and 
H’(n(y)L?) = -h(S’( y))Ll. (9) 
Since 9” commutes with S’ for all n, it is clear that the elements in dO are 
analytic for 6’. Hence, the vectors in rr(&&J are analytic for H’. 
In fact, the radius of convergence is infinity in the respective variable-t- 
power series expansions, and from (9) we easily arrive at the identity 
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eftH’ n(y) emimiD = e’“‘lt(y)n 
= n(e”‘(y))f2 
(9’) 
for tE R, andyEdO. 
Using the Arveson-Borchers Theorem [3; VI, Theorem 3.2.461 we may 
choose a self-adjoint operator, h: D(h) + Y, which is affiliated with the W*- 
algebra {n(M)} II such that 
e’“‘n(x) e -mf = eitbn(x) e-ith (10) 
for all, t E IR, and x E LN’. For operators A(E g(Y)) in the commutant 
a(@‘, and x E dO, we then have 
e’“‘n(x) e -‘m’~,Q = e’+(x) emithAfi 
= Aeithn(x) e-lthfl 
= AeWf’lr(x) e -itH’Q 
= Ae’tH’a(x)i2 
=An(ets’(x))Ll [using (9’) J 
= n(e”‘(x)) AL?. (11) 
Since the cyclic trace vector B is also separating, the vectors 
{AR: A E n(&‘)‘} are dense in Y, and the operator identity 
e’“‘n(x) emitHI = n(e”‘(x)) (12) 
follows. Applying this to elements x, y in .& we get 
~@‘(.vN = -$ W’“‘(w9) 1 t=o 
d ceifH’ =z x(x) n(y) e--ltH’) t=o 
d (e’tH’n(x) e-itH’eitH’n(y) eitH’) 
=t t=o 
= $ @(e’“‘(x)) a(e’“‘(y)) / 
t=o 
= W(x)) n(Y) + Nx) G’(Y)) 
= 7@‘(x)y + x&(y)). 
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But 7r is l-l, and the derivation identity, 
d’(xy) = S’(x)y + x8(y) (13) 
follows. This identity extends to all of D(P) since L&‘~ is a core. 
Once it has been established that 6’ is a *-derivation, it is now immediate 
from [3; v.1, Corollary 3.2.573 that it is also a generator. 
For the uniqueness, suppose 6” is a generator extension satisfying the 
diagonal conditions (4). Then 8 must be contained in 6” in view of (5). 
Hence, 6’ = (8)- c 6”. But each of the operators &’ is maximal dissipative. 
The inclusion is therefore an identity, viz., 6’ = 6”. 
Remark 1.3. A more direct approach to identity (11) above may be 
based on the following approximation argument. 
Using (4) and the commutativity, P,H’ c H’P,, it is easy to establish the 
formula, 
e it/f’+-) e-itIf’ = lim eithnn(X) ,-ilh, 
“-02 
(10’) 
for some sequence of elements h, = hz E (a(d)} “. Indeed, H’ implements 
an ultra-weakly continuous one-parameter group, eilH’. eMiNI’, of *- 
automorphisms in {x(d)}“, and this group is ultra-weakly approximately 
inner by (4), (cf. [ 171). Then the respective steps in the identities (11) may 
be carried out with (10’) instead of (10). 
In fact, approximation (10’) may also be established, a priori, with 
h, E +Q, and used in showing that, t + eiNI’ . eeifH’, restricts to a one- 
parameter group in Aut({rr(J)} “). If the generator for this group is denoted 
a”, then the calculation in (11) is designed to show that 
P(K(X)) = 7@‘(x)) for all x E J& (14) 
Since 6” = ad(iH’) clearly is a derivation, it follows from (14), that 6’ is 
also a derivation. The identity (14) is simply the infinitesimal variant of (12), 
but we have included all (perhaps excess) details in the proof of the 
derivation formula (13), since this is a main technical point. 
PROPOSITION 1.4. Let Z/ = (U d”)- and 6 be as in Theorem 1.2 with 6 
satisfying the weak-commutativity condition (I), and define 
sn = d, no(S), 
Fn = {x E Lq# : S(x) E dn}. 
Then we have a nest of *-subalgebras 
cIcW~=A?~cJB,. 
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(a) The foilowing are equivalent: 
(i) 6 is a generator. 
(ii) d = 6’ (where 6’ is the extension from Theorem 1.2). 
(iii) A?* =-al;, for all n E IN. 
(b) If S;, = {z E d,: t((Z - S’)(zJx) = 0 for aN x E A?“}, then we have 
the z-orthogonal decompositions, 
Proof: (a) Since 6 is closed, we have I E D(8), and s(1) = 0 (cf. [3, 
Corollary 3.2.301). g” c .x$ is a *-subalgebra as a consequence of the *- 
derivation identities for 8. 
If x E 9’” then 6(x) = S’(x) E dN, since 6 c 6’, and 6’ satisfies (4). Hence, 
LSn=g”. 
(i) * (ii). If S is a generator, then the operators *d are maximal 
dissipative (cf. [ 12]), and hence the inclusion 6c 6’ is an identity. 
(iii) * (ii). If 5%‘” =Jid, for all n, then Jo = U r 9, c D(8). But do is 
a core for S’ (since it is dense and invariant under the group era’) and then 
PCS. 
(ii) =+ (i). This is trivial. 
(ii) * (iii). This is contained in Theorem 1.2. 
(b) For x E 9,, and z E g” we have r((l- &)(z)x) = r(z(l + 6)(x)) = 0, 
and the r-orthogonality follows. Since SC 6’, there is a subspace F c J+’ * 
such that 
D(S) = {x E D(8): f((l + d’)(x)) = 0 for all f E F}. 
In fact, I; = {f E d*: f ((I+ 6)(x)) = 0 for all x E D(J)}. The functionals 
{f ].d, :f E F} on J” correspond canonically to elements in J, = L *(JR, 7) 
(via the self-duality of L ‘(J” , z), f Idm t) z), and then g” is the corresponding 
set of elements in J,. If x E &” satisfies ~((1 - &)(z)x) = 0 for all z E gfi, 
then it follows from the correspondence, z + f Ido, that 0 = $(I- S’)(z)x) = 
cf 0 p,)((I + S’)(x)) = f ((I + S’)(x)) for all f E F. Hence, x E D(8). 
Open Problems. (1) Is U 9” norm-dense in d? 
(2) Is (U A?“)- UHF? 
(3) Is .AYn a factor for all n? 
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2. THE CANONICAL ANTI-COMMUTATION ALGEBRA 
Let 2’ be an co-dimensional complex Hilbert space, and let JXZ’ = d(Z) 
be the CAR-a@ebra over 27 It is specified by a linear mapping a* 
from 2’ into ~4 such that the range of this map generates .M’, and a* 
satisfies the canonical anticommutation relations:{&/), a*(g)} = V; g)l, 
kJ(f),a(di =o, a(f)* = a*(f), for all f, g E 27 Here I denotes the 
identity in ,-c9, and {x, y } = xy + yx, and (., .) the inner product in 3. 
Let H be a closed symmetric operator in Z, i.e., (Hf, g) = cf, Hg) for all 
f, g in the dense domain D(H) cX. Let &(H) be the *-algebra in ~4 
generated by the elements {I, au): f E D(H)}, and define a linear operator 
6: in M’ by the requirements: Si(o = 0, GE(adf)) = a(iHf), for f E D(H). 
Then it is well-known [3] that 6; defines *-derivation in ~4 with norm-dense 
domain zf#Z). This derivation is closable [ 17, Sect. 81. We set 6, = z and 
note that 6, is also a *-derivation. The domain of 6, is denoted O(S,). It is 
the completion of J&H) with respect o the graph norm, x -+ /1x(1 + II6,(x)(/. 
Indeed, D(6,) is a *-subalgebra of J, and 
&r(x*) = &(x)*, (1) 
WY) = MX)Y +x&(Y) (2) 
hold for all x, y E D(6,). 
The derivation S, is said to be quasi-free.3 
The operator H is said to be maximal symmetric if it does not have any 
proper symmetric extension within the given Hilbert space 27 Von 
Neumann showed [3] that H is maximal symmetric if and only if it has 
deficiency indices (n + , n -) with n, = 0, or n- = 0. (Hence, H is maximal 
symmetric non-self-adjoint if and only if its indices are (n, 0), or (0, n), with 
n # 0. (The possibility, n = co, is not excluded.)) 
3. Two THEOREMS ON QUASI-FREE DERIVATIONS 
The co-dimensional Hilbert space 2’ is fixed throughout, and S’ denotes 
the CAR-algebra over 2’. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let H be a maximal symmetric and non-sevar;lioint 
operator in 2’. Then the corresponding quasi-free-*-derivation S, generates 
a strongly continuous semigroup {a, : 0 < t < 00 } of *-homomorphisms in d. 
This semigroup cannot be extended to a one-parameter group 
{G,: - 00 < t < 00 } c Aut(J) such that a, = C, for 0 < t < CO. 
’ It is well known 13, 171 that the *-derivation 6, is well-behaved. 
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Remark 3.2. We have the following converse. Suppose {a, : 0 < t < co } 
is the completely positive semigroup on J/ which is implemented, via 
formula (3) below, by an arbitrary contractive semigroup Tt in X. Then a, 
and Tt are strongly continuous together. If a, is a *-homomorphism for all t, 
0 Q t < co, then it follows that the generator L,, , (Tt = etLo) is of the form, 
L ,, = iH, where H is maximal symmetric with indices of type (0, n). 
This result will not be needed here, and the proof (which is easy) is 
omitted.4 
THEOREM 3.3. Let H be maximal symmetric and non-selfadjoint. Then 
the corresponding quasi-free *-derivation 6, is non-extendable. 
Before going into the proofs we need to review some classical theorems of 
R. S. Phillips on operators in Hilbert space. 
4. PHILLIPS' THEOREMS ON DISSIPATIVE OPERATORS 
IN HILBERT SPACE 
A linear operator L, with domain D(L,) in a Hilbert space G?’ is said to 
be dissipative iff (LO&f) + dr; L,f) < 0 for all f E D(L,), and L, is said to 
be maximal dissipative if it does not have any proper dissipative extension. 
Phillips showed that an operator L, with dense domain in s is maximal 
dissipative if and only if it is the infinitesimal generator of a strongly 
continuous semigroup of contraction operators in &” [ 141. 
If L, is dissipative, then ]]f - Lofjl > ]]f]] for all f E D(L,). Hence, the 
Cayley transform, Jo = (Z + L,)(Z - LO)-‘* is well-defined on the domain 
D&Z,,) = R(Z - L,), and JO is a contraction-operator. 
THEOREM P (Phillips [14]). Let (Z-L,) be l-l, and let JO be the 
Cayley transform. Then L, and JO are closed together. Zf JO is contractive 
with R(Z + JO) dense, then L, is dissipative with dense domain, and 
conversely. The Cayley transform establishes a one-to-one, inclusion 
preserving, correspondence between dissipative extensions of L, (D(L,) 
dense) and contraction extensions of JO with domain contained in X. 
When Theorem P is combined with von Neumann’s result on deficiency 
indices, the following lemma results: 
4 As an immediate corollary we obtain the equivalence between the following three 
conditions for closed symmetric operators Z-k (i) H is maximal symmetric in 8 (ii) 8, is a 
maximal well-behaved *-derivation in LZ’; (iii) 6, is a maximal conservative (i.e., *a,, 
dissipative) linear operator in B’. 
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LEMMA 4.1. Let H be a symmetric operator with dense domain in the 
Hilbert space 2’. Then H is maximal symmetric if and only if one of the 
operators, &iH, is maximal dissipative. 
This is of particular interest since the maximal dissipative operators 
coincide with the contraction semigroup generators in Z. 
5. PROOFS OF THE THEOREMS 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. We may assume without loss of generality that 
the indices of H are (0, n) with n # 0. By Phillips’ theorem we have a 
strongly continuous contraction semigroup {e’lH :0 < t < co } in R, 
generated by the maximal dissipative operator, iH. By Proposition 2.1 in [9] 
the mapping, 
a*(f,) ..e a*W 4gJ -a- a&J 
-+ a*(Ttf,) ..a a*G”ifJ4TtgJ --I aKg,J (3) 
extends (uniquely)to a strongly-continuous completely-positive semigroup a, 
in J. Here Tt = eltH. The strong continuity of the extended semigroup is not 
contained in [9], but can easily be checked directly. (See also [6].) Note that 
the ordering on the left hand side of (3) is essential (the Wick ordering). 
OBSERVATION 1. The infinitesimal generator of the semigroup a, 
coincides with the quasi-free derivation 6,. 
ProoJ: We first note that every element in do(H) is in the domain D(C) 
of the infinitesimal generator < of at, and c(x) = S,(x) for x E do(H). Since 
any x in JO(H) is a linear combination of Wick-ordered elements, we may 
assume that x is already Wick-ordered: x = a*(f,) s.. a*(f,) a(g,) .e. a(g,), 
with fr, g, E D(H). Using the product-rule for the derivative of functions with 
values in a normed algebra, we get 
= + a*(fJ 
kyl 
a.. a*(iHf,) ... a*(f,)a(g,) ... a(g,) 
+ 2 a*(fk) ... a*V;) a(gJ .a. a(iHg,) .a. a(g,) 
k=l 
= Ma*df,) a-. a*K) 4gJ ..- a&J) 
= 6,(x). 
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It follows that 8: c c, and since 4 is closed, 8, = g c c. We claim that 
the inclusion is an identity. This amounts to saying that s$JH) is a core for 
<. Since .&(H) is dense in zz’, it is enough, by the core-theorem for 
semigroups [5, 151, to show that do(H) is invariant under a,, 0 ( t < ao. But 
this invariance is clear from formula (3), since D(H) is invariant under T,, 
0 < t < 03, by Phillips’ theorem. Hence, S, = <. 
OBSERVATION 2. aI is a *-homomorphism in d for all t, 0 < t < 00. 
Proof. Consider elements x, y E D(r) = D(&), and recall formulas (1) 
and (2) for 6,. For 0 < t, and 0 < s Q t, we define 
WI = at-kW a,(u)). 
Using again the product rule for the derivative of an algebra-valued function, 
we arrive at 
$J@) = -a,-@,(a&) a,(y))) 
+ a,-,Wa,W) a,(v)) 
+ a,-,@,(x) Ua,WN 
= at-&f(ahN a,(v) + a,(x) 4.&W) - 4AaM a,(r))) 
= f+,&Aa,W a,(A) - 4&,(x) a,(r))) 
E 0 for all s, 0 ,< s Q t. 
Hence, a,(v) = F(0) = F(t) = al(x) a,(y). A similar argument, using (1) 
instead of (2), shows that al(x*) = a,(x)*. Since D(S,) is dense, these 
formulas hold for all x, y in J&‘. This proves the first part of Theorem 3.1. 
Assume now that an automorphism group Zt, -co < t < 00, can be found 
such that c&=a, for O<t < 00. 
Then it follows from Observation 2 that each a,, 0 Q t < cc, is a 
*-automorphism, and G-, = (&1)-l = (al)-‘. It is also quasi-free, in view of 
the Hugenholtz-Kadison theorem 19, Theorem 3.11, (see also [ 1 I]). But the 
implementing operator in one-particle-space is known, viz., #“. Hence, this 
operator is unitary. This would imply self-adjointness of H, in contradiction 
with the assumption in the theorem. 
Proof of Theorem 3.3. Assume, to get a contradiction, that 8, is exten- 
dable, and that 6’ is a generator extension, i.e., 6’ is the generator of a 
strongly continuous one-parameter-group o: IF? --t Auto. We have 8, c 6’. 
But one of the operators, G&, is the generator of a strongly continuous 
semigroup of contractions in the Banach space ~4 (Theorem 3.1), and so, it 
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is maximal disaipative as an operator in J. This follows from the classical 
paper [12] of Lumer and Phillips. But 6’ is the generator of a group of 
isometrics in ~4, and so, each of the operators G’ is dissipative. Hence, the 
inclusion, S, c &, is necessarily an identity. If a,, 0 Q t < a, is the 
semigroup found in Theorem 3.1, then it follows that a’, := u,, --oo < t < co, 
is an extension to a *-automorphism-group satisfying the conditions in part 2 
of Theorem 3.1. But such a group does not exist, since H is not self-adjoint, 
and we have the contradiction. 
Remark 5.1. The last argument in the proof of Theorem 3.3 may be 
based instead on the following slightly more general (but less explicit) fact. 
OBSERVATION 3. Let H be any symmetric non-sevadjoint operator in 
~97 and let 8, be the corresponding quasi-free *-derivation. Then 6, is not a 
generator. 
Proof. If 8, were an automorphism-group-generator, it would implement 
a self-adjoint operator Z? in the trace-representation L*(J;B, r). But it can 
be checked directly that deficiency vectors for H in #’ embed isometrically 
into deficiency vectors for fl in L’(&‘, r). 
COROLLARY 5.2. An arbitrary quasi-free derivation 6, may always be 
regarded as a skew-symmetric operator in L2(J, 7). But it is generally 
possible to j%td ser-adjoint extensions I? in L’(zf, T) which are not 
implemented by *-derivations 6’ in d extending 6,. We have the following 
relations for the respective deficiency-indices : 
ind,&,) = (0, co) o inddH) = (0, n) for n # 0. 
ind,2(6,,) = (co, co) oindAH)=(n+,n-) for n, fO#n-. 
6. CONCLUSIONS 
It has been found that the extendability problem can be solved for the 
quasi-free *-derivations 6, in the CAR-algebra z-4(4 over a complex 
Hilbert space SF’ for symmetric operators H in SF’ with deficiency-indices 
(n+, n-) such that n + n- = 0. In fact, we show that 8, is not extendable 
unless H is self-adjoint, in which case it is already one of the well known 
generators for strongly continuous one-parameter groups of *- 
automorphisms in &6ey). The extendability question is also discus& for 
general unbounded *-derivations, and it is pointed out that von Neumann’s 
theory of deftiency indices does not generalize to derivations despite the 
formal analogies to extension theory for symmetric operators in Hilbert 
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space. It is still not known if the derivation 8, is extendable when H is 
symmetric with indices (n, , n-), where OZ n, # n- ~0. On the positive 
side, we show that, if H is maximal symmetric and non-self-adjoint, hen one 
of the operators, &,, is the infinitesimal generator of a strongly continuous 
semigroup of *-homomorphisms, a,:.d(Z)+d(oP), O<t< co, and 
conversely. (This semigroup does not extend to a one-parameter group.) 
The moral (and indication) is that relatively detailed and diverse technical 
tools are involved in answering even the first most natural questions 
concerning the extensions of quasi-free derivations. 
To throw some light on the commutativity condition (1) in Section 1 for 
derivations 6 in UHF-algebras, and the diagonal condition (4) for the 
extension 6’, we examine more closely the fact that the subalgebra 
do = U d, (from Theorem 2.1) cannot be contained in the domain of 6 
unless of course 6= 6’ (cf. Proposition 1.4, and the core theorem). But a 
remarkable theorem of Sakai [ 17; 3, v.1, the theorem on p. 303 in the notes 
to 3.2.21 implies that a generating nest of finite type I factors (gn) for 
M’ = di can always be found such that 9” c D(8). If 6 is not already a 
generator, then we would not have, &9,,) c 9,, (n E N), for any generating 
nest (9J. In a concluding example we point out that the inclusions, 
@%) c-%+2 ( 11 1 a n , may hold for non-extendable 6. (However, we do not 
know of examples of well-behaved *-derivations 6 where the ranges R(I f 6) 
have Jinite codimension, and 6 is not extendable. ’ )
EXAMPLE 6.1. There is a UHF C*-algebra d = (0 zQ- of Glimm- 
type 2”O with generating type I nest (J”), and a *-derivation 6, defined on 
z& = U ;” &“, which satisfies 
&c)c4+* for all n E N, (1) 
but is not extendable. 
Proof: Let .X = L’(O, co), and let H be the symmetric operator with 
deficiency-indices (0, 1) in X which is given by the usual derivative i(d/&), 
and the boundary condition, f(0) = 0 for f and #/& EL*. Using the 
Legendre functions, it is possible to construct subspaces 3 CX of 
dimension n + 1 such that X”- I c;P”, c D(H) with V,;ik”, =X, and 
WC) cx+* for nE N, (2) 
Let &’ (resp., JJ denote the CAR-algebra over X (resp., jm), and let 
6 = 6, be the quasi-free derivation associated to H in Z. Then clearly (J&) 
is a generating nest for z&‘, and a simple application of the *-derivation iden- 
’ Such examples are known for abelian d (certain restrictions of the usual derivative d/dt 
will do!), but not for XI UHF. 
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tities for 6 shows that (1) follows from (2). The derivation 6 is, nontheless, 
not extendable (Theorem 3.3) since the indices of H are (0, 1). 
EXAMPLE 6.2. Let H’ be the generator of translation in X = L*c[T '), 
i.e., H’ = i(d/dt), and let H c H’ be a (symmetric) restriction operator with 
indices (1, 1) in X. Set Xn=span{e’k’:-n<k<n,kEZ}. Let 
J@’ = CAR(X), dn = CAR(.n), 6 = 6,, and 6’ = a,,, be respectively the 
CAR-algebra over ,Rr, X”, and the quasi-free derivations in M’ which are 
implemented by the symmetric operators H, resp., H'. Then the derivation 
pair 6, 6’ in d = (U J&J- satisfies the conditions in Theorem 1.2., and it 
can be shown that for this example the answer to problems (1) through (3) 
following Proposition 1.4 are: Yes, Yes, Yes! 
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